
INTRODUCTION

English is a universal language: the language of communication among countries in the
international world of trade, business, communications, air transportation and technology.
English has become an essential demand for all levels and almost in all fields. Language
teachers have to often resort to new ways to make their classes  involving, Interactive and,
at the same time, interesting. They need to develop a repertoire of concrete activities which
appeal to students, engross them and, at the same time, avoid chaos and boredom. For this
purpose, one of the most effective tools that can be used in teaching of a foreign language
like English can be drama. As it is suggested that an effective way to speak in English is to
think in English. However, the non-native speakers of English often think in L1 (mother
tongue) and translate it into the foreign language. In this regard, the use of drama, as a
teaching tool, can not only make the classes interesting but also help the language learners to
start thinking in English. With the use of drama in EFL classroom, when the students start
working on plot development, script writing and finally enacting the play, they get absorbed in
the activities and language learning becomes quite a fun. In due course of time, as and when
they are subjected to different tasks of drama classes, chances are bright that they may start
thinking in English and give their performances using English. Incorporating drama in the
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ABSTRACT
Study the role of Teaching Drama as effective tool in teaching learning process.  Examine the
impact of Drama in teaching English and communication. To identify the elements of drama
make it difficult to be learned by students.  Discover the main difficulties students majoring in
English Language and Literature face regarding the nature of drama.  Find the importance of
learning drama in a conducive environment.  Study whether the low proficiency of students in
the English language involved in their having difficulty with dram reading.  Suggest measures
for policy implications in teaching learning process.
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